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TFN MEETINGS 
Sunday, October 6, 1996 - TERMITE DIVERSITY AND ADAPTATIONS 

at 2:30 pm 

in the Northrop Frye Hall 
Victoria University 

73 Queen's Park Cres. East 

an illustrated lecture by Dr. Tim Myles of 
the Faculty of Forestry, University of Toronto 

- Dr. Myles knows so much about termites that he 
has even found a way of controlling their 
presence in buildings in Toronto. He will 
talk about his research with these fascinating 
insects and tell us how naturalists can 
contribute to the findings of researchers 
using his own work as an example. 

+ a "social hour" startir.g at 2 pm with free coffee 
and juice. 

+ "Always Alice" cards for sale (767-6149) . 

NEXT MEETING: Sunday, November 3, 1996 

IT'S YOUR NEWSLETTER 

Requested: Essays (no longer than 500 words), reviews (no longer than 300 words), 
poems, cartoons, sketches and newspaper clippings. 

Subjects: plants, animals and natural areas in the Toronto region, especially reports of 
personal experiences with wildlife. 

Please include your name, address and telephone number so submissions can be 
acknowledged. With newspaper clippings, include source and date of each clipping. 

Time dated material such as notices of meetings should be submitt,ed at least six weeks 
before the month in which the event is to take place. 

Send material to: Toronto Field Naturalists 
605 - 14 College St. 
Toronto, Ontario MSG 1K2 

Newsletter Committee members: Helen Juhola, Diana Banville, Jenny Bull, Eva Davis 
Nancy Fredenburg, Eilee.11Mayo, Joan O'Donnell, Toshi Oikawa . 

•.• it is most often women who are ieading the fight against environmental 
destruction, protecting their communities and nature . 

fran "Making a difference" by Jolm Vidal in BBC WILDLIFE, Vol. 13, No. 11, Nov. 1995 
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TFN OUTINGS 
REMEMBER: Children and visitors are welcome on all outings but please, NO PETS! 
To get to outings on time, check ITC routes and schedules by calling 393-4636. 
Check the wr.atber by calling 661-0123 so you will know what to wear on outings which 
go rain or shine. 

-------•---•-------••----w-■--,---------------

Tuesday 
Oct. l 
10:30 am 

Saturd:,.y 
Oct. 5 
10:30 am 

Sunday 
Oct. 6 
2:30 pm 

Tuesday 
Oct. 8 
10:30 am 

Saturday 
Oct . l:?. 
10:30 am 

Sunday 
Oct. 13 
2 pr,1 

Wednesday 
Oct. 16 

BESTVIEW ?ARK - 'birdc; t bugs 
Leader: Cerol Sellers 

East Don, North York 

Meet at the AOlitheast corner of Steeles Ave. East and 
Bestview Dr. Bring lunch. 
I£ there arcn' t E'l"~iigh birds and bugs in the woodlot of Bestview Park, we 
will explore the meadows of the F.ast Don Valley. 

SCARl>0°.OUGH (:I.VIC CENTRJ:: - nature arts 
Leader: Diana Banville 

Scarborough 

Meet at the Scarboro,1gh Centre subway station turnstyle . 
Bring a stool and your supplies . Lunch optional. 
We will be drawing and photographing indoors and, weather permitting, 
outdoors :. :-i the: rv.=a.:-'uy :,100d~ot. 

T~~ Mfr.TING (See page 2 for details.) 

i-iUl!l:-Ei. i,-;LLEY •· '.:i.a'.:u~e walk Humber, York/Etobicoke 
Leader: Ann Millett 
Meet at the Old Mill subway station. Bring lunch. 
Always lots to se.e in this part of the Humber Valley -- migrating birds, 
the fall salm::m nm, insects, wildflowers. Bring your notebook and pen. 

HUMBER MARSHES - nature walk Humber, Etobicoke 
L eacer: .. . Ken Cook 
Meet at the Humber loop of the Queen streetcar line . Bring 
lunch. 
Much to see in the marshes -- wetland plants, amphibians and reptiles, 
birds, fish. 

BLACK CREEK - natare walk 
Leader: Robin Powell 

Humber tributary, North York 

Meet at the northeast corner of Lawrence Ave. West and 
Black Cree~ firive. 
This s~~~th ·walk along Black Creek will take us south to Eglinton Ave. West. 

HIGH PARK - nature walk Toronto 
Leader: Pat Jones 
Meet at the park entrance on the south side of Bloor St, West 
oppos ite High Park Ave. Bring lunch. 
We. plan to walk through the park to Lake Ontario, looking at plants and 
birds along the way. r> 
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OCTOBER OUTINGS (cont'd) 

Saturday 
Oct. 19 
2 pm 

Sunday 
Oct. 20 
2 pm 

Tuesday 
Oct. 22 
10:30 am 

Saturday 
Oct. 26 
1:30 pm 

Sunday 
Oct. 2 7 
11 am 

Tuesday 
Oct. 29 
10:30 am 

BURNETT CREEK - nature walk West Don tributary, North York 
Leader: Sandy Cappell 
Meet at the southeast corner of Bathurst St. and Finch Ave. West. 
This is a joint outing with the North Toronto Green C,onmmity to explore 
another little known tributary of the Don through city streets and ravines. 

BUILDING STONES - urban geology Toronto 
Leader: Kathleen Kemp 
Meet at the entrance to the Royal Ontario Museum on the west 
side of Queen's Park Crescent just south of Bloor St. West. 
This walk will take us along city streets to learn about just what our city 
is made of, and where the building materials are from. 

PINE HILLS CEMETERY - nature walk Taylor Creek, Scarborough 
Leader: Karin Fawthrop 
Meet at the northwest corner of St. Clair Ave. East and 
Kennedy Rd. Lunch optional. 
This is a good place to enjoy fall colours and look for migrating birds. 

UPPER CASTLE FRANK BROOK - nature walk Don tributary, North York 
Leader: Diana Park 
Meet at the northeast corner of Dufferin St. and Lawrence 
Ave. West. 
In this walk through city streets we will be looking for traces of one of 
the Don's roostly buried tributaries. 

COLONEL DANFORTH PARK - nature walk Highland Creek, Scarborough 
Leader: Karin Fawthrop 
Meet at the park entrance on the south side of Kingston Rd. 
at Col. Danforth Trail. Lunch optional. 
The deep valley with its wooded slopes and creek provides good habitat for 
migrating birds. We may even see salmon. Fall colours should still be 
good so near Lake Ontario. 

LANES OF LEASIDE - nature walk 
Leader: Jo Croft 

East York 

Meet at the southeast corner of Eglinton Ave. East and 
Bayview Ave. Morning only. 
Even in densely urban areas, nature survives and scxnetimes even thrives. 

Narrow alleyways 
need decorating. So thought 
the galinsoga. 

haiku by Diana Banville 
Danforth Avenue, Oct., 1990 

□ 
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
As I write this it is August, and I am still in Prince Edward 
Island. Most of the summer until now has been cool and damp, as 
Ontario's has been, only more so. Now we share our first heat wave . 
I hear on the radio that southern Ontario just got its first smog 
warning of the season. Here it has been a bit hazy and the 
temperature has edged 30, but the nights are cool and comfortable. 

Vagaries of weather aside, summer is not just one season. Not in 
Ontario and not here either. In southern Ontario, where summer is 
four months long, it is a leisurely unfolding of stages, each 
blending imperceptibly into the next, as if the lines delineating 
early, middle and late w~re blurred by the haze and the heat
shimmer. Here in PEI the crisp summers are half the length. In some 
respects, that produces a fusion of what we in Toronto think of as 
the stages of the season. In Ontario it's strawberries in June, 
raspberries in July, blueberries in August, goldenrod in September. 
Here, in early August, the last of the strawberries are still 
ripening, the raspberries ar~ just coming into fruit, and while the 
blueberries are still green, the goldenrods have started to put the 
first gilding touches on the meadows. But that doesn't mean that 
Island summers come in on~ unison blast. Rather, they come in two 
stages, with a sharp break just before the middle of July. 

Each stage is its own country. The flag of stage one is the lupine, 
and its anthem the morning chorus of songbirds on territory. The 
ubiquitous lupine of the Maritimes is not the native prairie lupine 
on which feeds the rare Karner Blue butterfly of the oak savannas 
of the us Midwest and southern Ontario. It is the garden lupine , 
which because of favourable conditions has become naturalized much 
as Dame's Rocket has in Toronto. In July the pinks, mauves and 
blues of the lupine flowers are replaced by the silver of their 
furry pods. Around tt1e same time, the morning chorus of warblers 
and vireos and thrushes and flycatchers fades quickly to silence, 
though the Song Sparro~~ and Goldfinches keep a segue into the 
anthem of stage two. 

The flag of stage two is the fireweed, whose magenta (along with 
that of the wild roses) now provides the blaze of roadside colour . 
The morning anthem ot stage two--stirring, and yet bringing to the 
warmest morning an autumnal melancholy--is made of the racket of 
Blue Jays and Crows and the nasal announcements of the Black-Capped 
Chickadees and Red-Breasted Nuthatches. The DeSable estuary--which 
I overlook as I write--is broad and shallow and separated from the 
Northumberland strait at low tide by a barrier beach. Now, in the 
estuary, the fledged Blue Herons gather, and the gulls (Black
backed and Herring and Ring-billed and Bonaparte's), and along the 
inward side of the barrier beach the assemblies of Yellowlegs 
gather, as do th~ big flocks of Semipalmated Plovers flanked by 
small clusters of Black-bellied Plovers and Semipalmated Sandpipers . 

Smog alerts are unheard of here, but it's not as if the air is 
always as sweet as rose-br~ath (though the wild roses lining the 

[> 
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT (cont'd) 

lanes and hedgerows do their bit in that direction). No doubt 
well-fertilized by run-off from all the potato fields in the 
watershed (contour ploughing seems unknown in these parts), the 
warm, shallow, nearly stagnant estuary blooms with rafts of sea
lettuce, which at low tide masses in rotting windrows. In the hot 
sun this produces a great bubble of fetid miasma that extends for 
kilometres all around. 

Potato fields are also regularly sprayed with insecticides and 
fungicides, the heal th effects of which have been vigorously 
debated in the local media this summer. The government has launched 
an investigation of health complaints linked to pesticides in a 
certain area, and there is a movement developing around Malpeque 
Bay to control pesticide spraying, but the farmers and other 
pesticide proponents are fighting back~ · I 
don't think that the local stop-the-spray forces will make much 
headway. Potatoes are vulnerable to all kinds of bugs and blights 
(remember the Irish famine) and--with the problems in the 
fisheries, the declines in transfer payments, and the ever-growing 
demand for frozen french-fries--the Island economy is growing all 
the more potato dependent. 

Anyway, the potatoes are in bloom now. Their big nightshade 
blossoms are white or mauve, depending on the variety. The potato 
fields are pretty. 

7 

Allan Greenbaum 
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PROJECTS 
SPONSOR A BIRDHOUSE 

The Royal Botanical Gardens in Hamilton have a programme afoot to bring back 
several endangered bird species, including the eastern bluebird and the tree swallow. 
They have built some 200 birdhouses in Segato Field ( off the MacDonnell Trail in 
Dundas). Each birdhouse requires an annual sponsorship of $75. Anyone wishing to 
become a foster-parent should write to: Development Department, Royal Botanical 
Gardens, Box 399, Hamilton L8N 3H8. 

HELPING HENSLOW'S SPARROW 

Ontario's only known Henslow's sparrow singing on territory stopped singing and 
disappeared from a hay field near Picton. Ontario Field Ornithologists sent field owner 
Cathy Vollwinkle their thanks for not cutting the grass in which it was hoped the rare 
bird would nest, plus a $300 cheque toward the costs of lost hay. 

extracted from ' 1 Birds'1 by Peter Whelan in THE GLOBE AND MAIL, 3 August 1996 

Note: TFN has donated books to the Ontario Field Ornithologists for their sales. 
The amount which some of the books netted in a I 995 sale was $34 7. That "ain't 
hay" but it might have been. D.B. 

THE PLACEMENT OF BIRDBATHS 

When placed in the mi ddle of a stretch of lawn, baths are rarely used . 
Baths should be set near shrubs or trees where the birds can shake off 
the water and preen, "zipping up" the barbs of their flight feathers. 

Joan O'Donnell & Ron Scovell 

DOING RESEARCH ON THE DON? 

A collection of Don River materials is housed at the 

[> Library at Metro Hall, 55 John St. (King and John). 
call 397-7240. 
from BRIN::; BAO< IBE OON SEASONAL UPDATE, Spring/SUITTiler 1996 

HIGH PARK HAWK WATCH 

Metro Urban Affairs 
To confirm hours, 

Did you know that over 10,000 rap tors were counted. in the 1995 hawk watch 
in High Park making it one of the leading raptor watches in Eastern North 
America? Any time from the beginning of September to November,watchers 
gather on the knoll just north of the Grenadier restaurant to count the 
birds going over. 

adapted from "the President's Message" by Hugh Currie in the 10C NEWSLEITER, No. 61, Jan. 1996 

0 
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FOR READING 
AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION, 1995. FORTIETH SUPPLEMENT TO THE A.O.U. 

CHECK-LIST OF NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS, AUK 112:819-830. 

Two English-name changes in this 40th Supplement directly affect the 
TFN's TORONTO REGION BIRD LIST, 1993: 

NORTHERN ORIOLE changes back to BALTIMORE ORIOLE - not surprising bearing 
in mind the 39th supplement, 1993 (See TFN 445:12). The other two in the 
split, not regularly occurring in our area, are BULLOCK'S of southwest 
North America and BLACK-BACKED (Abeille's) of Mexico. 1964 studies of 
hybrid zones resulted in the three being lumped. Studies of 1973, 1977 
and 1983, showing hybrid zones to be stable, have seen them split. 

RUFOUS-SIDED TOWHEE changes to EASTERN TOWHEE (as it was known to Taverner). 
It has been split to accommodate the SPOTTED TOWHEE as a separate species 
based on studies in 1959 and 1992 on percentages of hybrids and DNA, 
coupled with conspicuous differences in plumage and voice. Normally a 
western bird, a spotted towhee spent some time in January and February of 
1996 in Bronte, becoming rather confiding as viewers brought seeds. 

Some scientific names of Toronto birds have been changed: 

GREAT EGRET: Casterodius albus changes to Ardea alba, moving it into the same 
genus as GREAT BLUE HERON, based on skeletal and DNA aspects. 

AMERICAN GOLDEN PLOVER: Pluvialis dcminica is now P. dcminicus. It relates to 
St. Domingo (Hispaniola), a "noun in apposition", not an adjective, 
erroneously changed to agree in gender with the genus name, in the past. 

Splits have also occurred in some Toronto species with some of their 
populations farther afield: 

NORTHERN FLICKER no longer includes the desert GILDED FLICKER, which does 
not breed as freely with the yellow-shafted flicker as the red-shafted does. 
Size, colour, habitat and clutch size were studied in 1964 and 1984. 

GRAY-CHEEKED THRUSH no longer includes BICKNELL'S THRUSH, on the basis of 
differences in shape, voice, habitat and migration patterns shown in 
studies made in 1993 and 1994. Taverner called Bicknell's a subspecies 
of the "extreme east" distinct from the gray-cheeked "breeding at the 
northern tree limit across the continent". 

Percy Taverner had something to say about splitting, which Jack Cranmer
Byng quoted in his recent book (See TFN 456:15): "Let the splitter split 
all he has a mind to. That is his business as long as the other man knows 
that it is only subspecific and of but technical interest only ••• " A 
footnote in Taverner's 1949 book, BIRDS OF CANADA, reads: "It is this 
difference as to the relative importance of S~gll and gradual ·or great 
and mutational steps of evolutionary progress that divid•es modern 
biologists into two schools of thought." 

Diana Banville C> 
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FOR READING (cont'd) 

ALDO LEOPOLD: HIS LIFE AND WORK by Curt Heine, University of Wisconsin 
Press, 1988. (638 pages, illustrated) 

This biography c overs Leopold's childhood in Burlington, Iowa, forestry 
schooling at Yale, experience as a forester in the Apache and Carson 
National Forests of Arizona and New Mexico, and varying roles in 
Wisconsin from game management to "Professor" at the university iti 
Madison. Perhaps his most impor t ant role was as a teacher sending forth 
graduate students eager to preserve, protect and use wisely the natural 
areas of the United States. 

In 1935 he went to Germany to study forestry. He found "rivers confined 
in straight-jackets of masonry" and a monocultured forest "almost as if 
the geologica l clock had been set back to the dim ages of pine and ferns". 
He resolved such would not happen in the yet many wilderness areas of 
the United States, and to this end he worked with others in the field. 

Throughout his life he wrote numerous articles, essays, speeches and 
letters regarding dispu t es on land use i n the U.S., etc. Not until his 
later years did he get down to preparing essays for A SAND COUNTY 
ALMANAC which underwent many revisions, only appearing in print after 
his death. As a child he had watched bird migration, for Burlington was 
on the Mississippi flyway, and throughout his life he kept notebooks on 
birds and animals observed, especia l ly after the family acquired a 
property outside Madison, called "The Shack". Here they spent weekends 
gardening, planting trees, picnicking and enjoying the natural world, 
and here he wrote. 

While fighting a brush fire in 1948 he suffered a heart attack and died 
before he could be rescued. All his children became naturalists and 
dedicated conservationists. 

Jean McGill 

Walking down the path to the river 
I felt like a plutocrat 
stepping on the green- gold, 

sun-flecked carpet 
covering the blacktop. 

I marvel l ed at nature's munificence 
in the sheer number of buds 
- and their beauty, quite gratuitous -
shed by the arching maple trees. 

MAB 

(Margaret A. Banville) 

C> 
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FOR READING (cont'd) 

RECENTLY PUBLISHED: 

Indexes for the years 1993, 1994, 1995 of the TORONTO FIELD NATURALIST, 
available for $1.00 each,or for $10.00 you can purchase the index for 
the years 1938 to 1978 plus the annual indexes for the following years. 
To purchase any TFN publication, call 968-6255 and make an appointment 
to visit the TFN office at 14 College St, Unit 605. 

New Spit poster - designed and produced by the Metro Toronto and Region 
Conservation Authority with input from Friends of the Spit. The 22 X 32 
inch poster features an aerial photo of the Spit as the centerpiece, 
surrounded by photos of some of the wildlife species that live on the 
Spit. The reverse carried a description of the Spit habitats and its 
contribution to the greenspace of the Lake Ontario Watershed. Available 
at the Spit from the MTRCA van, and when the van service stops, at the 
trailer at the first gate. Also available from the MTRCA, 5 Shoreham 
Dr., Downsview H3N 1S4 (call 661-6600). 

from Friends of the Spit Newsletter, August 1996 

HIGH PARK, A PARK LOVER'S QUARTERLY, available from High Park Quarterly 
Inc., 53-C High Park Bl vd., Toronto M6R 1M9 for $4/yr. or $$7/2 yr . 

Described as "Toronto's magazine about parks and urban nature", the 
magazines contain news mostly about Toronto's High Park, but that's 
all the park issues one could possibly imagine. 

AN OFF-ROAD VEHICLE STUDY by Julie Blackburn and Mary Dais is available 
from Appalachia Science in the Public Interest (ASPI) Publications, 
Route 5, Box 423, Livingston, KY 40445. It reviews literature on the 
origin and growth of Off-road vehicle effects on soil, vegetation, 
and animals in various ecosystems, and the history and difficulties 
with these vehicles on Forest Service lands. 
from WILDLIFE IBAO<S Vol. 2, No. 2, Spring 1996 

DOWN AND DIRTY BIRDING by Joey Slinger, Key Porter Books, 240 pages, 
$19.95, 1996. 
From the opening line: "You need binoculars," Slinger aims to provide 
practical information including advice on how to usea field guide. 
Although the book thrives on irreverence and clever distractions in 
footnote form, at its core it reveals an obvious affection for the 
sweet mystery of swooping, gliding and soaring creatures . 
extracted fran a review by Marsha Boulton in the TORCNIO STAR, Jtme 29, 1996 0 

I look up. 
There is a speck 
in my eye -
a sparrow in the sky. 

Giovanni Malito 
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DR. DO NALD GU NN 

Dr . Donald Gunn who passed away in early June of this year was an active 
birder and nature photographer. He amassed a large collection of colour 
sli des, particularly of birds and plants. Almost all the colour slides 
of birds in the TFN photo and colour slide library are the result of 
his generosity, In addition, he was a past president of the TFN and 
of t en gave illustrated slide talks at our monthly meetings. 

Red-headed woodpec ker 

(from a photograph 
by Donal d Gunn) 

Robin Powell 

A frequent nester in Toronto . Calls: Quee-o Queer! 

Ovenbird calling . 
On the f l oor of t he forest 
foam f l o wers gr o wing. 

haiku by Helen Juhol a 

D 



BIKES, CARS AND PARKS 

Over the summer, Helen and Robert Hansen wrote to the TFN aski ng 
for a discussion in this newsletter of the TFN's policy regarding 
bicycle trails and car parking lots in parks. I don't know if I can 
speak for TFN policy--the TFN is not the sort of organization that 
has much occasion to establish formal policies on anything--but the 
following comments reflect TFN practices, my own views, and my 
impression of the positions the TFN has expressed to various 
authorities over the years. 

In their letter, Helen and Robert suggest that since bicycling and 
skating are environmentally sound forms of transportation and since 
traffic renders such activities on the roads increasingly 
dangerous, parks should provide more bike trails. They further 
suggest "that the TFN encourage parks authorities to reduce the 
large areas of parkland paved over for cars and free car parking . " 

First, on the topic of cars. TFN has (to little effect, it seems) 
always opposed the building of more parking lots in parks. In 
municipal planning, parks are categorized according to radius 
within which they are intended to attract visitors. The larger the 
radius, the greater accommodation is made to the private 
automobile, whether or not it seems to us to make sense under the 
circumstances. The TFN encourages people to access parks by means 
other than cars. For this reason, all TFN walks are accessible by 
public transit, and walks often begin and end at different transi t 
stops. The TFN has commented on municipal plans and the like over 
the years, and while these comments have tended to focus on issues 
more directly to do with natural heritage (as reflects the mandate 
and particular expertise of the organization), the TFN has also 
encouraged planning urban form and transportation systems in such 
a way as to make the city less dependent on cars and more amenable 
to t r ansit, bicycles, etc. 

There are several issues related to bicycles in parks. The major 
bike-related concern of naturalists at the moment has to do with 
the use of mountain bikes off surfaced trails in environmentally 
sensitive areas. This sort of activity has done a great deal of 
damage to vegetation and foot paths in a number of parks in Metro 
Toronto. The cyclists who do the damage are not interested in bike 
paths, however, so the trail issue is quite separate. 

The trouble with bike trails through natural parkland is that, 
largely because of liability concerns, these trails are engineered 
to what almost seems like expressway specifications. Although the 
problem can be minimized by careful routing, these paved trai ls 
with their wide graded and mown verges cannot help but displace and 
disrupt natural habitat to a degree when they are built through 
stretches of valley that remain in a more or less natural 
condition. It is ironic that the same parks authorities who regard 
these structures as necessary for accommodating bikes are now at 
their wits' end trying to find ways to keep bikes off steep, narrow 
footpaths that wind through woods and across gullies. 

C> 
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BIKES .•• (cont'd) 

Finally, there is potential incompatibility between user groups 
(like naturalists and cyclists) who move along the trails at very 
different speeds. Here I think that, inasmuch as naturalists do not 
need the paved surfaces, they could yield to the cyclists, who 
should be encouraged to remain on them. 

What would help all users--cyclists and pedestrians alike--get more 
use and enjoyment out of the existing valley trail system would be 
safe and convenient road crossings. In too many places, road 
crossings are a hurdle and a nuisance: the path ascends one side of 
a steep embankment, then you have to cross a busy street, then the 
path descends the opposite side of the steep embankment. An 
underpass would eliminate all that, and could be used by wildlife 
too. 

I regularly used to commute by bicycle long distances along 
arterial roads. It's nerve wracking, as is driving a car around 
cyclists in heavy traffic. There is no question but that our roads 
are designed to accommodate cars, and that bicycles use them on 
sufferance. It is much more pleasant, and much safer, to bicycle on 
a trail through a park than on a busy street. But streets go 
everywhere, and parks do not. This I see as the main practical 
limitation on the use of the parks system for bicycle 
transportation. 

Getting people out of their cars should be an urgent priority for 
this city. Unfortunately, current government policies ( eg., re 
transit funding) are pushing in the opposite direction. Cycling 
needs to be made a more practical transportation option for more 
people. Personally, I'm not convinced that paving more of the 
already pressured green spaces in the valley and ravine systems for 
bike paths will induce significantly more people to make that trip 
across town by bike rather than car. 

How do you feel about the issues discussed here? What do you think 
the TFN's policy on bikes and cars should be? Send us your 
comments! 

Allan Greenbaum 

"Miserere!" the radio sang. 
O, I'm not in the mood, turn the dial ••• 

"Distracted indifferent populations 
make for poor environmental stewards, •• " 
the radio proclaimed. 

Ah, well, turn back ••• 
"Miserere!" 

Diana Banville 

D 
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WE GET LETTERS! 

From time to time, the TFN executive receives letters from members with 
suggestions for future activities. Recently two such letters have been 
brought to my attention and I would like to deal with them here. 

The first letter, printed in the May 1996 newlette~ came from a member 
who would like to see an "experts table" set up at meetings where people 
could go with questions on identification1 etc. Because this would 
involve covering so many fields (birds, botany, mycology, entomology etc.) 
it would probably not be practical to have such a feature at every meeting. 
However, I would suggest that anyone with an identification question 
should speak to any of the directors present either before or after the 
monthly meetings. If we can't help you immediately we may well be able 
to direct you to someone who can, or suggest a suitable reference work. 

The second letter concerned the problem of invasive plant species such as 
swallowwort and garlic mustard which seem to be taking over many of our 
parks and ravines and suggested that TFN mount an all-out effort to 
control them. Quite frankly, such an undertaking would be beyond our 
scope as it would force us to devote all our energies to this one issue. 
According to our mandate, TFN serves to educate its members and the 
public on environmental issues throughout Metropolitan Toronto. There is 
so much happening now in terms of pollution, potential destruction of 
environmentally signifcant areas, hazards to migrating birds,etc. that 
we need to look at. This is not to suggest that the question of invasive 
plants is unimportant. It is not. Unlike many alien weeds which colonize 
mostly disturbed ground, pale swallowwort and gaxlic mustard are taking 
over large portions of our parklands. As a plant which spreads its seeds 
via wind-bourne "parachutes", swallowwort is able to disperse rapidly. 
The City of Toronto is aware of this problem and is attempting to rectify 
it, at least in High Park. (See President's Report in TFN 461.) 
Swallowwort is a relatively new arrival to our area and perhaps in time 
its population will stabilize as other organisms adapt to its presence. 
TFN members should certainly be educated to recognize it, control it on 
their own properties and write letters to support non-chemical efforts to 
limit its spread. The bottom line is,- however, if we do not protect the 
entire biosphere·, the control of pale swallowwort (or garlic mustard or 
purple loosestrife) will become a moot point as there will be no places 
left for any wild things to flourish. 

My suggestion is -- pick a 
what you can to help out. 
if you wish to concentrate 

project that is close to your heart and do 
There are groups in Toronto that you can join 
on a specific area of concern. 

Morris Sorensen 

Note: Anyone wishing to participate in a national survey concerning the 
spread of pale swallowwort and other invasives should contact the Invasive 
Plants of Canada (PICAN) project which will be focussed on monitoring 
invasive alien plants and promoting a better understanding of how these 
species affect Canadian biodiversity. For further information, read the 
Summer 1996 newsletter of the Field Botanists of Ontario or contact: 
Erich Haber, National Botanical Services, 604 Wavell Ave., Ottawa K2A 3A8 
or FAX 613-722-6291. M.S . C 
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ROAMERS VS HOMERS 
CATS: RESPONSIBLE OWNERSHIP 

TFN 462 - 15 

A cat's urge to hunt is independent of the urge to eat. Unfed "barn" cats simply roam 
much further away for mice and birds. Bells are silent during stealthy stalking. 
Declawed cats just bat down the prey and bite it instead. Cat owners routinely deny 
their pet's achievements. How can you know what the cat is doing all the time she is 
out of sight? The "door prize" may be the last of many little battered victims of the 
night. 

Though angry neighbours rarely tell the offending owner, they tell others. Trespassing 
cats deposit feces in their borders, spray near their windows, yowl and fight at night, 
stir up the dogs, and worst of all, kill the birds at their feeders. What about your 
neighbours? 

From a well-respected British study, of all the cats and all their kills in one village for 
one year, the researchers concluded that Britain's 5 million cats account for an annual 
toll of some 70 million animals, 20 million of which are birds. In a Wisconsin radio
collared cat study, results were equally shocking. Conclusion: each year, 160,000 birds 
were being killed in that state alone, and that obvious declines of certain ground
nesting sparrows and meadowlarks were due to cat predation. 

From our database of bird admissions: 449 birds witnessed caught by cats; of those 
less than I 00 grams, only 8% survived; 92% were hopelessly mutilated by their savage 
mauling. Unseen, unmourned, their abandoned babies died too. 

Homers live up to six times longer than roamers by avoiding exposure to feline 
leukaemia, rabies, toxoplasmosis, tetanus, fungus infections, fleas, ear mites, internal 
parasites, cat fights, angry neighbours and unprotected sex. (Some of those diseases 
are passed to humans.) They may become Fat Cats, but never Flat Cats: a study 
estimates cars kill 1.5 million US cats a year. Did you know that some diseases of cats 
can be passed to humans, including children and pregnant women? Ask your vet--ask 
your doctor. 

extracted from an article by Kit Chubb in Avian Care and Research Foundation Newsletter, Summer 1996. 
(Box 182, Verona, Ontario KOH 2W0.) □ 

Seeking greater wisdom includes learning how to be a good ancestor as 
well as a caring relation--not only of other human beings but also of the 
other organisms with which we share the biosphere of this planet. After 
all, we are related to them too, albeit more distantly, as science has 
revealed since the discovery of biological evolution. 

£ran the Afterword by Murray Gell-Harm in I.ASI' OF THE QJRI.EwS by Fred Bodsworth, 
published by Counterpoint, Washington, OC, 1995 
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FROM THE PAST 
TORONTO'S LAKESHORE 

From the knoll on the east side of Garrison Creek ... along the edge of the cliff, ran a 
gravel walk. .. eastward into the town. Where ravines occurred ... the gulf was spanned by 
a bridge of hewn logs. This walk, kept in order for many years by the military 
authorities, was the representative of the path first worn by the soft tread of the Indian. 
From its agreeableness, overlooking as it did through its whole length the harbour and 
the lake, this walk gave birth to the idea, which became a firm one in the minds of the 
first people of the place, that there was to be in perpetuity, in front of the whole town, 
a pleasant promenade on which the burghers and their families should take the air and 
disport themselves generally . 

The royal patent by which this sentimental walk is provided for...issued on the 14th 
day of July in the year 1818 ... Stretching from Peter Street in the west to the reserve 
for government buildings in the east, of a breadth varying between four and five 
chains, following the line of Front Street on the one side and the several turnings and 
windings of the bank on the other.. . The paucity of open squares in the early plans of 
York may be partly accounted for by this provision made for a spacious public walk. 

extracted from TORONTO OF OLD by Henry Scadding, pages 39 - 40, first edition 1873 a 
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IN PRAISE OF TORONTO 

... not, however, the Toronto of the tourist. Therefore, not of the CN Tower, splendidly 
presenting itself from all points of the compass. Nor of the bubble-domed frolic of 
Ontario Place. Nor of the gold-plated spires of the Royal Bank on Front Street. Nor of 
the extravagances of Casa Lorn a . 

What makes Toronto outstanding is nothing manmade . It is its ravine system, its 
untameable ups-and-downs, its countless green spaces. Toronto is, par excellence, one 
of the greenest cities on the face of the earth. A view from any high point, a glance up 
nearly every street, reveals inexhaustible vistas of trees. Gratitude is due to those 
Founding Fathers (never forgetting the inevitably unsung Founding Mothers) who 
planned these tree-studded boulevards and accommodated Toronto's ravine landscape 
by setting so much of it aside for future generations of animals, humans and 
otherwise, to enjoy. Today's Park management is wisely allowing nature to regenerate 
in many areas. Nevertheless, there remains the ever-present threat of development such 
as the bike trails in Colonel Danforth Park. We are, surely, reaching the stage when 
bikers and walkers will of necessity have to travel their parallel but separate routes 
throughout the entire parks system (as on the Eastern Beaches boardwalk). 

The other detraction to green space is the continuing use of pesticides. In these 
-, economic times it seems futile, as well as harmful , to go on dousing the earth with 

toxins. (Do parks planners never read newspaper reports of planetary and species 
degeneration consequent upon pesticide use? Much less, any of the medical research7 

There are enough authority figures protesting the irresponsibility and dangers of 
continuing pesticide application.) 

However, to conclude with the positive: Toronto gardens. All shapes, sizes and intents. 
Who says Torontonians are not dedicated gardeners7 To wander around the city, from 
"upper crust" to "lower orders", is to treat eye and mind to constant delight. From 
public garden to the smallest plot in the least likely neighbourhood, there is unending 
titillation at the artistry, the tender, loving care, be it devoted to the "formal" garden or 
expressed in the (increasingly fashionable) stance of letting nature riot in a blazing 
bank of day lilies or a pink tangle of showy tick-trefoil. 

Toronto will not, can not, become merely another concrete jungle. We have received a 
trust from nature. We must guard it against future environmental destruction, and 
development. As the Toronto Field Naturalists have known from their inception, 
Toronto the Green is our future. 

Eva Davis 

(Toronto] is a city of trees and they are its chief beauty, all through 
the year. If ever it loses its trees it will be like a woman who has 
lost her hair. 

frcxn IBE OJNNIN'.} MAN by Robertson Davies, McClelland and Stewart Inc., 1994 

□ 
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ANO~HER REASON TO PLANT NATIVE SPECIES 

Most people believe that the reason for planting native species is 
because they have evolved over centuries to fit this particular climate 
and soil, and therefore have a better surviva l rate. That is indeed 
true, but another good reason to favour native species is tha.tthey are 
friendlier to the local environment. Non-native trees and other plants 
usually cannot support the associated insects and birds of indigenous 
communities. Research in Britain has shown that exotic trees, imported 
sometimes centuries ago, have not adapted at all to the local British 
conditions. The study examined common trees in Britain and their 
associated insects. The following table shows that native trees have 
the greatestnumber of associated insects and the introduced species the 
least. 

TREE SPECIES HISTORY IN BRITAIN TOTAL ASSOCIATED INSECTS 

Oak (Quercus robur) 

Willow (Salix sp) 

Birch (Betula sp) 

Hawthorn (Crataegus sp) 

Lime (Tilia sp) 

Horse-ches tnut (Aesculus 
hippocastanum) 

Acacia (Robinia pseudo
acacia) 

Plane tree (Platanus 
orientalis) 

native 

native 

native 

native 

native/introduced 

introduced 1600 

introduced 1501 

introduced 1520 

Boris Mather 

284 

266 

229 

149 

31 

4 

l 

0 

□ 

A triolet, I read, is a stanza of 8 lines in which the first is repeated 
after the third and the first and second after the sixth, with 2 rhymes. 

I tried it out .•. 
A TRIOLET TO A VIOLET 

Shy and modest? Not at all! 
You're fond of company! 

Though i.n ravines; I do recall 
shy and modest, not at all! 
Yellow, white or b lue, though small, 
what a lot of you there be! 
Shy and modest, not at all, 

you're fond of company. 

Would you try a triolet? 
Diana Banville 
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From gr ey au t um f • 
to bri gh t . n 1elds, • e n c ity • 
smile-s e ek' windows ing pumpkins! ' 

Ha iku b y Arthur Wade 
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IN THE NEWS 
PLANTS AND UV RADIATION 

Plants, like people, can be harmed by high levels of solar radiation. Scientists at the 
University of Guelph have found that varieties of corn and soybeans grown in Ontario 
show resistance to damage from ultraviolet-B. (The World Meteorological Institute has 
forecast that, over the next quarter of a century, UV-B levels will increase by 15 per 
cent over Canada's major agricultural regions.) 

extracted from an article in THE GLOBE AND MAIL, I August 1996 

LOOSESTRIFE HATERS KILL INNOCENT PURPLE PLANT 

Once again, purple loosestrife is in the news and we are being urged by its enemies to 
dig it up and destroy it wherever it may be found. In spite of all the publicity, some 
followers of the crusade still do not know what the plant looks like. As a result, 
perfectly innocent and totally unrelated purple-flowered plants are being destroyed by 
misguided amateur environmentalists. In Mississauga last summer, a private garden 
was invaded and a blooming Liatris spicata dug up, roots and all. Later, when another 
Liatris began to show its purple blooms, a caustic substance was poured over the fence 
to kill it. Children and dogs play in this garden. The war against loosestrife is now 
becoming dangerous for humans and animals, too. I am concerned that the "search and 
destroy" campaign of loosestrife's enemies is exciting the destructive tendencies of 
unbalanced people who know nothing about the plant but use it as an excuse to 
damage private property. 

extracted from a letter written by Betty Shaw to the editor of THE TORONTO STAR, 21 June 1996 

SUSTAINABILITY DEMANDS DIVERSITY 

The productivity, sustainability and stability of grassland ecosystems depends on the 
number and diversity of the plant species they support, according to a study by 
Professor David Wedin of the Department of Botany at the University of Toronto and 
two colleagues at the University of Minnesota. They published the results of their 
work in a recent issue of Nature. In a large, long-term experiment, Wedin and his 
colleagues planted 14 7 plots, each nine square metres, with between one and 24 plant 
species. After two growing seasons the plots were carefully measured for total 
biomass, available soil nitrogen and nitrogen leaching loss. The study found that 
increased diversity leads to increased productivity, more efficient uptake of nitrogen 
and lower nitrogen losses. Although such a relationship has long been hypothesized, it 
has rarely been demonstrated so clearly. The study also provides the first direct 
evidence that the loss of species and the reduction of diversity in grassland ecosystems 
threatens the sustainability of productivity and nutrient cycling. 

extracted from "Spotlight on Research" in UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO BULLETIN, 6 May 1996 
I> 
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IN THE NEWS (cont'd) 

AH, LOVELY WOOD SMOKE. WHEEZE, GASP 

The warmth of a blazing fire holds a special appeal for romantics and outdoor 
enthusiasts but recent research shows that its smoke poses serious health risks. A study 
published in 1980 by John A. Cooper, titled Environmental Impact of Residential 
Wood Combustion Emissions and Its Implications, described more than 100 chemicals 
associated with wood smoke, including carbon monoxide, formaldehyde gas, nitrogen 
oxide, tiny particulate matter and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. Many of the 
pollutants are similar to those produced by burning tobacco and some US researchers 
say breathing in wood smoke is comparable to inhaling second-hand cigarette smoke. 
The threat to human health comes from the fine particulate matter--tiny particles 200 
times smaller than raindrops. Several epidemiological studies have concluded that 
inhaling wood smoke particulate matter increases the incidence, duration and severity 
of respiratory disease, striking hardest at children, the elderly and those with lung or 
heart disorders. 

extracted from an article by Robert Matas in THE GLOBE AND MAIL. 10 February 1996 
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NORWAY MAPLE 

is a European tree 
now well e stablished 
in Toronto. The 
base and roots of a 
mature example in 
Riverdale Park 
enticed Joanne 
Doucette to make 
this field-sketch, 
no doubt shaded by 
its dense foliage. 
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IN THE NEWS (cont'd) 

GLOBAL WARMING MAY SPRUCE UP ARCTIC 

The initial signs that spruce may be replacing tundra were seen by a University of 
Colorado research group that has been studying eight far-northern Canadian sites for 
nearly a quarter of a century. In 1973, biology professor Harvey Nichols found no 
evidence of pollen and cone formation on spruce along the Arctic tree line or on the 
small pockets of trees, so-called tree islands, that dot the tundra. On a return trip in 
1993, the scientists found not only cones and pollen, but also 15-centimetre-high 
seedlings in several locales. These were close to parent trees and appeared to have 
sprouted in the 1980s, one of the warmest decades in recent Earth history. 

As they are forced to survive in colder climates, typically the spruce stop sexual 
reproduction and revert to a slow, asexual spread through underground sprouts, called 
clones. As the climate heats up and mid-summer temperatures rise above l0°C, the 
spruce revert to a faster-spreading sexual strategy, which sees them producing pollen 
and cones. Scientists have used changes in reproduction to gauge historical climate 
shifts. When a tree becomes sexually active, it can move at the rate of 100 metres a 
year. Between 5,000 and 7,000 years ago, when the Arctic was much warmer, the tree 
line extended 400 kilometres into what is now tundra. A potential invasion of tundra 
by an anny of spruce is not restricted to North America. When the scientists visited 
the tree line near the Ob and Taz Rivers in north-central Siberia in 1995 they found a 
"nearly identical" sexual awakening there. However, because there's a natural 
flickering in Arctic temperatures - scientists estimate that the tree line was 3.5 to 
4.5°C wanner 5,000 years ago - Prof Nichols will have to make studies for several 
more years in order to detennine if global wanning has triggered a tree invasion. 

extracted from an article by Stephen Strauss in THE GLOBE AND MAIL, 2 July 1996 

STORMS TOPPLE CENTURY-OLD TREES, POWER LINES 

A line of heavy thunderstorms tore across much of the Metro area knocking down 
hydro lines and century-old trees. Trees near Queen's Park were toppled and several 
century-old trees in High Park were downed by gusting winds. Fire crews responded 
to calls about falling trees taking out hydro wire on several residential streets. 

extracted from an article by Nicolaas van Rijn_ in THE TORONTO STAR, 9 August 1996 

PLANTING TREES, SHRUBS SA YES ENERGY 

• Landscaping can speed the sale of a home by five to six weeks. 
• A single urban tree can provide up to $365 a year in air-conditioning, pollution 
fighting, erosion and storm water control. 
• Each tree removes almost 12 kilograms of carbon dioxide from the air each year and 
releases about six kilograms of oxygen--enough for a family of four. 

extracted from an article by James E. Walters in THE LO'\' DON FREE PRESS, 8 June 1996 I> 
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IN THE NEWS (cont'd) 

PLANS FOR NATURALIZED PARKS ON HOLD 

North York will take plans to naturalize city parks a step at a time after councillors 
warned the newly-wooded areas would become havens for crime. The naturalization 
process is an annual event which sees certain parks established as small woodland 
communities. By naturalizing, the city saves money on maintenance of the parkland, 
and has numerous environmental benefits. But along with those benefits come certain 
problems. Ward 5 councillor Maria Rizzo asked to have Brookwell Park in her ward 
taken off the list. "What naturalization does is brings in a more unruly crowd ... " 
Council voted to put off naturalizing Brookwell Park and Chipping Park. 

extracted from an article by David Nickle in NORTH YORK MIRROR. 27 April 1996 
t> 

Adult male common yellowthroat in wild rose bush. This is one of 
two species of warbler which commonly nest in Toronto (the other 
being the yellow warbler). The ovenbird and the American redstart 
nest less commonly in the Region and fifteen other warbler species 
are occasional nesters, according to the TFN TORONTO REGION BIRD 
CHART by Bruce Parker. Nest of the common yellowthroat is usually 
placed a few inches above the ground but well concealed. (Drawn 
from a photograph by Karl Maslowki in NATURE SOCIETY NEWS May 1986 
- on the back of an out-of-date glossy poster - splendid paper for 
ink-drawing.) 
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IN THE NEWS (cont'd) 

ANIMAL STRATEGIES 

When a black-crowned night heron in California grabbed a piece of bread thrown by 
children, the bird did not eat it. Instead, it broke the bread apart with its bill to scatter 
the crumbs on the surface of a lake. Soon many small fish came to feed on the bread 
crumbs, and the night heron jabbed and captured many of them . The bird ate more 
than two dozen fish. 

extracted from an article in THE GLOBE Al\D \1AIL, 12 August 1996 

LAKE ERIE FACING CORMORANT CRUNCH 

The double-crested cormorant virtually disappeared by the l 960s, the victim of 
pollution and anglers unhappy because the bird eats so many fish. But the species is 
rebuilding rapidly owing to contamination clean-ups and waterfowl protection laws. 
The birds nest in trees or on the ground in huge, foul-smelling colonies. Their 
droppings are plentiful and are filled with ammonia that poisons trees. Some US and 
Canadian wildlife officials say that across the Great Lakes basin, the birds' numbers 
are doubling every year. They believe that unless humans or disease intervene, the 
basin-wide population could reach 750,000 by 2000. The connorant numbers on Lake 
Erie today are hundreds of times higher than ever recorded. Each bird eats up to a 
kilogram of fish daily, and there are thousands of connorants in the western basin. 
Until a few years ago, the r ocky reefs around the lake's remote, widely 
scattered northwestern island>provided habitat for rare birds such as 
black-crowned night herons and grea t egrets which nested in the trees, fed 
on the nearby fish and sunned on the islands ' beaches. Now, dead bleached 
trees stripped of vegetation populate the islands. Scores of other trees 
stand dying. Wildlife officials worry that the herons and egrets that 
nest on the islands -- perhaps half the Great Lakes' entire population 
of some species -- may soon die or flee, their habitat destroyed. 

extracted from an article in the . GI.DBE AND MAIL, Aug. 6, 1966 

TO B~cillus thuringiensis 

Lethal you are, you li ttle tyke, 
you kill the moths we do not like. 
A little problem does arise -
you also kill the butterflies! 

Diana Banville 

Ed Note: Bacillus thuringiensis (or Bt) is a bacterium used in a 
spray as an insecticide, often for gypsy moth larvae, 
but not selectively. 

I> 
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IN THE NEWS (cont'd) 

SCIENCE CANADA 

Looking at the counts for 1966-1994 from their Breeding Bird Survey, researchers at 
Environment Canada find there were "positive population trends" for 133 bird species, 
including the common loon, pileated woodpecker and black-capped chickadee. 
Declines were noted for 127 species such as killdeer, bobolink and eastern and western 
meadowlarks. 

extracted from an article in TI-IE GLOBE AND MAIL, I August 1996 

THE BOSS, IN CONCERT 

The number of bird songs varies from species to species. A chipping sparrow has one 
song, a wren from the Falkland Islands has 200. The brown thrasher, a relative of the 
mockingbird, has 2,000 songs. Male marsh wrens will often go toe to toe with a 
repertoire of about 100 songs, performed in a fairly rigid sequence, male wrens have 
been known to duel a tape recorder, singing the next song in its broadcast sequence--to 
become the "leader" and duly impress any listening females. 

extracted from an article in TI-IE GLOBE AND MAIL, 24 June 1996 

WHERE THF CROWS DON'T SC ARE 

Crows have nut increased b) any great liu111ber:, in re1.:e11t years, it just seems that way 
because they have ber.:ume more urban in their rousting habits. People are seeing them 
more ber.:ause 110w they are adually roosting an<l b1ee<ling in tov,ns. They have 
probably figured out they are safer in town ber.:ause people don't shoot at them there 
They are exactly the same sile thi;::y've always bei;::n, but when they are doser, they 
look bigger. Crows have been known to pull fishi11g lint:s out of the water to take bait 
off the hooks. They havt: also been observed releasing Jogs from kennels and then 
swiping their chow. Crows on the South Pacific island of New Caledonia routinely 
·fashion leaves and tv.,-igs into hunting tools that eerily resemble the earliest huinan 
stone tools The crows make and use two different types of tools -- a hooked twig 
that they strip of its bark and vegetation and a tapered, barbed leaf -- to· pry and tease 
out grubs and other prey from trees and logs. Hunters, owls and raccoons are the 
crow's biggest foes . But when they gather in town in large roosts, there really isn't 
much to bother them. Before crows were protected as a migratory bird, they were 
often massacred if they roosted too close to populated areas. Crows spend their days 
scavenging the countryside for food . They are "omnivores" that will eat nearly 
anything other than toxic insects. They wi ll eat grain and insects, butthey'll also eat 
eggs and nestlings. When the sun begins to set in winter, crows head for town, where 
buildings provide shelter from the wind and put out enough heat to create wanner 
"micro-climates". -

extracted from an artic le b, Wes Smith m TH[ TORO'.\TO STAR, 17 February 1996 
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IN THE NEWS (cont'd) 

BIRD WATCHER LURED MILLIONS WITH GUIDES 

Roger Tory Peterson, who turned millions of North Americans into bird watchers 
through his easy-to-use, meticulously illustrated field guides, died in his sleep at 
his home in Old Lyme, Conn. Mr. Peterson combined artistic talent with a lifelong 
scientific interest in birds to fashion a 60-year career during which he wrote, 
illustrated and edited 15 books that sold millions of copies and were translated into at 
least 12 languages. Mr. Peterson said it was his Grade 7 science teacher who first 
encouraged him to draw birds and to apply his talent for meticulous detail. The first 
field guide, published in 1934 and featuring the birds of the eastern United States, was 
hailed as a masterpiece not only for the quality of the drawings, but also for the 
unique identification system, which uses arrows to highlight distinctive markings and 
characteristics. 

extracted from an obituary in THE GLOBE AND MAIL, 30 July 1996 
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IN THE NEWS (cont'd) 

MONARCHS IN TROUBLE ON NORTHER); JOL' R~EY 

A leading monarch researcher in the United States, Lincoln Brower of the University 
of Florida, said that he expects this will be the lowest fall migration since he began 
monitoring the insects' migration in the early 1980s. A cold spring has been blamed 
for delaying the growth of milkweed and nectar-laden wild flowers, from which the 
butterflies feed. However, researchers say they won't know until later this summer how 
well the resilient butterflies--which lay up to 400 eggs before dying--rebound from 
what has been a disastrous year. Dr. Brower said he does not hold out much hope for 
the long-term survival of the butterfly's pan-generational migration--in which the great
great-grandchildren of the butterflies that went south a year earlier trace the same 
route the next year. "The navigational system of the monarch is more complex than 
anything humans have ever made. The basic knowledge to understand this mechanism 
could be lost if the migration route spanning thousands of kilometres is extinguished." 
Pesticide use and urban development throughout North America, and the burning of 
unwanted vegetation near the wintering sites by Mexicans, also have been identified as 
hazards to the butterflies' survival. 

extracted from an article by Sean Silcoff in THE GLOBE A?\'D MAIL. 

REST STOP 

Researchers along the Gulf of Mexico coast have discovered that migrating Monarch 
butterflies have added offshore oil rigs to their route from Mexico to a small part of 
the Louisiana coast which has the trees and milkweed they need for roosting and 
feeding. The huge metal platforms originally confused the insects' magnetic sensors 
used for navigation. They have now added the rigs as checkpoints on their annual 
migration north to Canada, using them to rest overnight before completing the "Trans 
Gulf Express" part of the route. Offshore workers say the monarchs sometimes 
approach in such numbers that they look like a huge, billowing cloud of smoke. 

extracted from "Earthweek" in LONDON FREE PRESS. 6 April 1996 

ANIMAL NUISANCES -- MAYFLIES 

In Ohio in late June, clouds of mayflies caused a brief brownout when they short
circuited equipment at a power substation. The insects were swarming in a mating 
ritual after spending their adolescent lives at the bottom of Lake Erie. The brownout is 
taken as a sign the lake is getting cleaner. 

adapted from an article in THE GLOBE AND MAIL, 2 July 1996 □ 
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THE WEATHER (THIS TIME LAST YEAR) 
Toronto, October 1995 

A tropical influence can be detected for the month of October, with above-normal 
temperatures and a hunicane. It was the warmest October since 1973 downtown and 
since 1971 at the airport. Downtown's mean of 12.3°C was l.6°C above normal, and 
Pearson's mean of 11.0°C was 2.l °C above nonnal. Rainfall, due largely to Hurricane 
Opal, was the highest since 1973 downtown with 131.2 mm; and since 1954 (the year 
of the infamous Hurricane Hazel) at Pearson Airport, with 131.8 mm. Sunshine was 
four hours above normal, and winds averaged well above normal. Toronto Island's 
18.9 km/h average was over 2 km/h above the average and the highest for October 
since l 980's 20.8 km/h. The long spell of below-normal wind speeds of the first half 
of the 1990s is now memory . 

A balmy opening gave way to increasing cloudiness and then dire warnings of a repeat 
of Hurricane Hazel. Opal, one of a series of hurricanes in 1995's prolific season, cut 
across the Yucatan peninsula of Mexico and the Florida panhandle, barrelling 
northwards rapidly. Yes, the storm did hit Toronto; but no, there was no repeat of 
Hazel's floods and fury. We did get brisk winds and a good soaking rain--69.5 mm 
downtown and 80.0 mm at Pearson Airport over about a one-day period beginning the 
afternoon of October 5th. But its effect was mostly to put an end to the summer's 
drought . The parched soil soaked it up, and it fell over a long enough 
duration that runoff occurred gradually instead of as the flash-floods that were reported 
locally in August. 

Warm weather eased back in after the hurricane, and sunshine and temperatures in the 
mid-twenties prevailed, peaking at 27 .0°C at Pearson Airport on October 12th, the 
highest for October since 1971. A gradual decline followed, until there were actually 
snow flurries seen on October 29th. But there was still no frost even at the Airport, 
with a low of 0.1 °C on October 17th. A frost-free October downtown is not unusual, 
but this was the first time at the airport since 1971. 

Gavin Miller tJ 

French immersion schools are considered all-important in our society 
but what about nature-immersion? A second language, while it is not 
in any way to be decried, is no more than a tool for a species who 
constitute only a fraction of our world's organisms: an awareness of 
the other inhabitants of our planet and how they are linked together 
is essential for our survival. 

ex:tracted from ''Nature-imnersion schools?" by Chris Czajkowski in WIJ..DFI.a.JER, 
12(1) Winter 1996 
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COMING EVENTS 
Toronto Ornithological Club - Jim Baillie Memorial Bird Walks - aimed at 

the intermediate birder, but beginners are also welcome. Free. 
•Sat.Oct. 12 - 8 am (all day) - Late migration at the Toronto Islands. 

Meet at the ferry docks at the foot of Bay St. to catch the 8:15 am 
ferry to Hanlan's Point. Bring a lunch. 

Canadian Wildflower Society Annual General Meeting - Oct. 12 from 10 am 
at the Civic Garden Centre, 777 Lawrence Ave. East at Leslie St. 
Program includes a photo competition a featured speaker and a plant sale. 

Toronto Above and Below: Public Works in Toronto 1910 - 1953 from Oct. 26 
to Feb. 6 at the Market Gallery, 95 Front St. East at Jarvis St. 
Call 392-7604 for details. 

Entrepreneurial Solutions for Creative Conservation - the third annual 
A.D. Latornell Conservation Symposium - Oct. 21, 22, 23 at the 
Nottawasaga Inn Convention Centre, Alliston, Ont. For more information 
contact: Association of Conservation Authorities of Ontario (905-895-0716) 
or Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority (705-424-1479). 

ShadowLight: The Photography of Freeman Patterson - Oct. 18 to Feb. 23 
at the Royal Ontario Museum. For more details, call 586-8000. 

Ontario Field Ornithologists Annual General Meeting - Oct. 19 at the 
Canada Centre for Inland Waters, Burlington (QEW at the Burlington 
Skyway) from 8 am (all day). Program includes a quiz, illustrated 
talks and a BOOK SALE. A field trip will be held on Oct. 20. 
To register, send ~15 to the OFO, c/o Jim Coey, 2409 Speyside Dr., 
Mississauga, Ont. L5K 1X5 or call 905-823-1973. 

Black Creek Project meeting - Oct. 2 at 6:30 pm at the City of York 
Municipal Offices, 2700 Eglinton Ave. West. Larry Lamb will be giving 
an illustrated talk on Backyard Landscaping with Wildflowers. For 
more details, call Kristin Geater at 661-6600, ext. 364. 

Audubon prints on display in the Exhibits Gallery of the Metro Toronto 
Reference Library, 789 Yonge St. (1 block north of Bloor St.) from 
August 12 to Oct. 5. Posters available for a donation. 

An evening viewing of the Audubon Prints and a talk by Joey Slinger, 
author (see review on page 10) followed by refreshments - Sept. 27 
from 6 pm to 8:30 pm, at the Metro Toronto Reference Library, 
789 Yonge St. Free. 

Mycological Society of Toronto - Oct. 21 at 8 pm in the Civic Garden 
Centre Auditorium - an illustrated talk "Life in the Underground -
fungi of benefit to plants" with Dr. Larry Peterson from the University 
of Guelph. tJ 
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